Abstract-Nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) and software reliability growth models (SRGM) are a popular approach to estimate useful metrics such as the number of faults remaining, failure rate, and reliability, which is defined as the probability of failure free operation in a specified environment for a specified period of time. We propose performance-optimized expectation conditional maximization (ECM) algorithms for NHPP SRGM. In contrast to the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, the ECM algorithm reduces the maximum-likelihood estimation process to multiple simpler conditional maximization (CM)-steps. The advantage of these CM-steps is that they only need to consider one variable at a time, enabling implicit solutions to update rules when a closed form equation is not available for a model parameter. We compare the performance of our ECM algorithms to previous EM and ECM algorithms on many datasets from the research literature. Our results indicate that our ECM algorithms achieve two orders of magnitude speed up over the EM and ECM algorithms of [1] when their experimental methodology is considered and three orders of magnitude when knowledge of the maximum-likelihood estimation is removed, whereas our approach is as much as 60 times faster than the EM algorithms of [2] . We subsequently propose a two-stage algorithm to further accelerate performance.
Notation m(t) MVF of NHPP. λ(t)
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I. INTRODUCTION
S OFTWARE reliability [3] , commonly defined as the probability of failure free operation in a specified environment for a specified period of time, can be estimated with the assistance of software reliability growth models. SRGMs [4] , [5] are a fundamental and well-established methodology, many of which are based on the NHPP [6] , [7] . These NHPP SRGM [8] also enable the estimation of useful metrics such as prediction of the number of faults remaining, failure intensity, etc., SRGM are also used in optimization problems [9] to determine the amount of testing required to achieve a desired level of reliability [10] and to minimize testing costs, while considering the risk of post release failures [11] .
A significant challenge associated with SRGM is the complexity of estimating the parameters of a model [12] with traditional fitting procedures that perform MLE [13] . This difficulty arises because traditional numerical procedures to find the MLEs of a software failure dataset such as the Newton-Raphson method [14] are sensitive to initial parameter estimates and can fail to converge to the MLE if the initial parameter estimates are not sufficiently close to the MLE. This sensitivity of existing model fitting procedures requires a relatively high level of experience, which is the primary reason why many potential users are deterred from applying NHPP-based SRGM to quantitatively assess the reliability of their software. Given the increasing demand for reliable software, a model fitting procedure that is less sensitive to initial parameter estimates is needed so that software reliability growth models can be fit to data with relatively little or no effort. Such a procedure will simplify the application of NHPP-based SRGM and encourage their widespread use if an algorithm exhibiting a combination of stability and performance is incorporated into an automated tool.
Our previous research [1] developed EM [15] and ECM [16] algorithms for NHPP SRGM using the theory of stochastic point processes to derive CM-steps for failure time and failure count variants of the Weibull and Gamma models. The EM and ECM algorithms exhibit greater stability than the Newton-Raphson method. However, the CM-steps obtained through the stochastic point process approach contain semiinfinite integrals and several special functions, which must be computed in each iteration of the algorithms; thus, slowing performance. To overcome this shortcoming, this paper presents performance optimized ECM algorithms to identify the MLEs of the parameters of an NHPP SRGM. The numerical nature of our ECM algorithm simplifies the maximum-likelihood estimation process by reducing a p-dimensional problem to p one-dimensional (1-D) problems, drastically simplifying the computation. Two variants of the ECM are proposed. The first derives CM-steps for all parameters of an SRGM, whereas the second approach eliminates one parameter from the estimation process, reducing the number of model parameters by one. We apply these algorithms to several combinations of well-known models [17] - [22] and datasets [4] , [23] from the literature to assess their performance. Our contributions are twofold:
1) The proposed ECM algorithms achieve two orders of magnitude speed up over the EM and ECM algorithms of [1] when their experimental methodology is considered and three orders of magnitude when knowledge of the MLEs is removed, whereas our approach is as much as 60 times faster than the EM algorithms of [2] . 2) We subsequently accelerate our algorithm by an additional order of magnitude by combining our ECM algorithm into a two-stage algorithm that first performs a finite number of ECM iterations, but stops prior to convergence and then provides these intermediate parameter estimates as input Newton's Method, achieving even faster convergence. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of software reliability growth models. Section III reviews methods to estimate the parameters of an SRGM, including maximum-likelihood estimation as well as expectation-maximization and ECM algorithms. Section IV presents performance optimized ECM algorithms for NHPP SRGM. Section V illustrates the effectiveness and performance of these algorithms through numerical examples. Section VI offers conclusions and directions for future research.
II. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODELING
This section provides an overview of an NHPP software reliability growth models and then presents several models, including the GO [17] , DSS [18] , Weibull [19] , ISS [20] , gamma [21] , and bathtub [22] .
A. NHPP Software Reliability Growth Models
The nonhomogeneous Poisson process is a stochastic process [6] that counts the number of events that occur by time t. The expected value of an NHPP is characterized by the MVF, denoted m(t). The MVF can take many functional forms. In the context of software reliability, the NHPP counts the number of faults detected after the software has been tested for a given period of time. The MVF of several SRGM can be written as
where a denotes the number of faults to be detected with infinite testing and F (t) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a continuous probability distribution, characterizing the software fault detection process. The rate of occurrence of failures is time varying with instantaneous failure rate
1) GO SRGM:
The GO model was originally proposed by Goel and Okumoto [17] . The MVF is
where b is the fault detection rate.
2) DSS SRGM:
Another SRGM that follows the form of (1) is the DSS model proposed by Yamada et al. [18] . The MVF of the DSS SRGM is (4) where the term bte −bt can characterize a delay in fault detection induced by phenomenon such as delayed failure reporting and fault masking.
3) Weibull SRGM:
The MVF of the Weibull model [19] is
Here, b and c are the scale and shape parameters, respectively. Setting c = 1 in (5) simplifies to the GO model [11] .
4) ISS SRGM:
The MVF of the inflection S-shaped model [20] is
Here, b is the constant fault detection rate and ψ is the inflection parameter. The inflection parameter [22] is defined as
where r is the inflection rate that provides the ratio of the number of detectable faults to the total number of faults in the system due to masking and other causes. As r approaches 1.0, the inflection S-shaped model reduces to the GO model.
5) Gamma SRGM:
The MVF of the gamma SRGM [21] is
where the identity F (t) = f (t)dt has been used and Γ(c) =
is the gamma function. Here, b and c are the scale and shape parameters. Setting c = 2 in (8) simplifies to the DSS model [24] .
6) Bathtub SRGM: Another SRGM that follows the form of (1) is the bathtub model [22] . The following distribution [25] is bathtub-shaped when b > 0 and c < 1
Substituting (9) into (1), the MVF of the bathtub SRGM is
where b characterizes the ease of detecting simple faults when testing commences, c influences the rate at which fault detection approaches the second phase where functional requirements are verified, and φ describes the rate at which the bathtub transitions to the third and final phase of the testing process which may be characterized by code comprehension [26] . It can be shown that setting φ = 0 in (9) reduces to the Weibull model. Nevertheless, Fiondella and Gokhale [22] demonstrated that there are datasets where the bathtub model outperforms the Weibull model with respect to both information theoretic and predictive measures of goodness of fit, indicating that all three stages of the bathtub may be present in some software testing processes.
III. PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODS
This section describes various methods to estimate the parameters of an SRGM with the method of maximum-likelihood estimation, including Newton's method [14] as well as the EM [27] and ECM [16] algorithms.
A. Maximum-Likelihood Estimation and Newton's Method
Maximum-likelihood estimation maximizes the likelihood function, also known as the joint distribution of the failure data. Commonly, the logarithm of the likelihood function is maximized because the monotonicity of the logarithm ensures that the maximum of the LL function is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood function and application of logarithmic identities simplifies the derivation of LL estimates. Observed failure time data consist of a vector of individual failure times T = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n with density function f (t i ; Θ). The LL function of a failure times dataset is
where Θ is the vector of model parameters and λ(t i ) is the instantaneous failure rate at time t i . The MLE is found by numerically solving the following system of simultaneous equations:
with an algorithm such as the Newton-Raphson method [14] . The Newton-Raphson method is a numerical algorithm to identify the roots of an equation. The iterative update rule is
where Θ is the vector of present parameter estimates, H is the Hessian matrix, and u is the score vector defined in (12) . However, the Newton-Raphson method may not converge when the initial estimates chosen as input are not close to the maximum. Given the parameter estimates of a model, software reliability is defined as the probability of failure free operation in the time interval (t, t + s) [5] R(s, t) = e (−m (t+s)−m (t)) (14) wherem(t) is the MVF of the model evaluated with the numerical parameter estimates obtained from maximum-likelihood estimation and s is the mission time.
B. EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm computes the MLEs by maximizing with respect to the complete data, which consists of observed and unobserved data. Thus, the EM algorithm maximizes the LL function of the complete data, which can be expressed as (15) where x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is the observed data and z = z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z m the unobserved data, both possessing probability density f (·; Θ) and Θ are the previous iteration's parameter estimates. ln(f (x, z; Θ)) is the LL function of the complete data y = (x, z) of length N = n + m and f (z|x; Θ ) is the conditional density of the unobserved data.
Let t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t N be the fault detection times of the complete data, where N is the total number of faults in the software and a Poisson distributed random variable with parameter a > 0. The complete LL function for a SRGM of the form given
By the first-order optimality condition, initial estimates of parameter a and the additional parameters of the probability distribution function F (t; Θ) are computed based on the observed data such that
and
Okamura et al. [27] showed that for a MVF of the form m(t) = a × F (t), an initial estimate of the number of faults (a) is simply the number of observed faults (n), while the remaining initial parameter estimates can be determined by maximizing the LL function of the probability density function f (·; Θ) = 0 and solving to obtained closed-form expressions for these additional parameters. In cases where (18) lacks a closed form solution for a model parameter, a practical strategy is to explicitly specify an initial feasible value for the parameter in a manner that simplifies the model form. For example, parameter c of the Weibull lacks a closed form. However, setting c (0) = 1 simplifies to the GO model, providing an initial feasible estimate for all model parameters.
For example, the initial estimate of the scale parameter of the GO SRGM is obtained from (3) and (18) 
Similarly, the initial estimate of the scale parameter of the DSS SRGM is obtained from (4) and (18) 
Given T = t 1 , . . . , t n , t obs ), where T is incomplete data because all the software faults may not have been detected by the end of testing t obs , the EM algorithm is developed by taking the expected values of (17) and (18) in light of T. This produces a and Θ , which are the parameter estimates in iteration j. The model parameter estimates are calculated as
The expected values in (21) and (22) are [27] 
where h(·) is typically an identity function.
For example, the update rules for the a and b parameters of the GO SRGM are [27] a := n + a e −b t obs (24) 
e −b t obs (25) where a and b are the estimates of a and b identified in the previous iteration. These update rules are computed iteratively until some convergence criterion [2] is satisfied.
C. ECM Algorithm
This section provides a brief overview of the ECM algorithm. Additional mathematical details are provided in [1] . Unlike the EM algorithm which commonly requires the solution of computationally intensive expressions for complex SRGMs, the ECM algorithm [16] simplifies computation by dividing a single M-step into p conditional-maximization (CM)-steps, where p denotes the number of model parameters. Instead of solving a system of simultaneous equations as a single p-dimensional M-step, the ECM algorithm updates only one parameter at a time holding all others constant, and thus, reduces the maximumlikelihood estimation process to p 1-D problems.
In each CM-step of the ECM algorithm searches a single dimension of the parameter space to improve the LL. This is implemented by partitioning the vector of model parameters Θ into subvectors Θ 1 , . . . , Θ p . Successive CM-steps determine Θ (j ) i , which is the updated value of the ith parameter in the jth iteration. Let
Without loss of generality, the CM-step which updates the ith parameter in the jth iteration takes
as input, holds all values but Θ (j ) i constant, and maximizes the partial derivative of the LL function with respect to
. Each CM-step improves the LL function monotonically. Thus, the ECM algorithm preserves the monotonicity property of the EM algorithm [15] as noted in [1] .
IV. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZED ECM ALGORITHM
This section presents the steps of an ECM algorithm which avoids the complexity of the traditional EM and ECM algorithm. Unlike the previous EM [2] and ECM [1] algorithms, we do not seek to obtain closed form expression for model parameters and instead solve the update rules numerically. This approach achieves significantly greater computational efficiency. Here, we describe the steps of a procedure for a reduced LL ECM (RLL-ECM) algorithm, briefly noting how to derive the CMsteps from the LL function.
1) S.1:
Step one applies (11) to determine the LL function of a failure times NHPP SRGM.
2) S.2:
Step two reduces the LL function from p to (p − 1)
parameters by differentiating the LL function with respect to a, equating the result to zero, and solving for a
When the MVF possesses the form a × F (t), it follows from (11) thatâ
Substituting the solution of (27) or (28) into the LL function produces a reduced LL (RLL) function with (p − 1) model parameters.
3) S.3:
Step three derives the conditional maximum (CM)-steps for the remaining (p − 1) parameters by computing partial derivatives
4) S.4:
Step four cycles through the (p − 1) CM-steps holding the other (p − 2) parameters constant at the values from the previous iteration and then applying a numerical root finding algorithm to the single nonconstant parameter. This cycle repeats until a convergence criterion such as
is satisfied, where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. This identifies the MLEs of all parameters but a, denoted Θ/a.
5) S.5:
Step five computes the MLE of a by substituting Θ/a into (27) or (28), producing Θ the MLE for all p parameters of the model. The CM-steps can also be derived from the LL function in (11) by obtaining partial derivatives with respect to all the model parameters using
The algorithm then cycles through the p CM-steps holding the other (p − 1) parameters constant and then applying a numerical root finding algorithm. The cycle repeats until the convergence criterion
is satisfied. This method is referred to as the LL-ECM method hereafter.
The following sections present the equations needed to apply the RLL and LL-ECM algorithms for the GO and Weibull SRGM to the models discussed in Section II to demonstrate the steps involved. LL-ECM algorithms are not presented for the context of ISS, gamma, and bathtub, as the RLL-ECM consistently exhibited better performance than the LL-ECM alternative. Nevertheless, CM-steps can be derived by following the steps described above and illustrated in the context of the GO and Weibull SRGM below.
A. Goel-Okumoto SRGM 1) LL ECM:
Applying (2) to (3) for the MVF of the GO SRGM provides the instantaneous failure rate
The LL function of the GO SRGM is therefore
The CM-steps for a and b are obtained by differentiating (34) with respect to model parameters a and b to produce
Equation (35) obtains the updated parameter a by holding b constant. However, (36) must be solved numerically with a to obtain the update b because a closed-form solution is not available. It is also possible to first apply (36) with a and then substitute b into (35). Thus, unlike the EM algorithm the CMsteps of the ECM algorithm updates just one parameter at a time.
2) Reduced LL ECM:
From the LL function given in (34), the MLE of parameter a iŝ
Substituting (37) into (34) produces the reduced LL function
log nbe
Since the RLL contains only one unknown parameter, namely b, the parameter can be estimated with a single application of a numerical root finding algorithm. Thus, in cases where the RLL contains only one parameter, the ECM algorithm reduces to a simple root finding problem, requiring only a single iteration. Thus, in this case, the CM-step for parameter b obtained by differentiating (38) with respect to b is identical to the traditional MLE
B. Delayed S-Shaped SRGM 1) LL ECM: Applying (2) to (4) for the MVF of the DSS SRGM provides the instantaneous failure rate
The LL function of the GO SRGM is therefore LL(a, b|T)
The CM-steps for a and b are obtained by differentiating (41) with respect to model parameters a and b to produce
Equation (42) obtains the updated parameter a by holding b constant. However, (43) must be solved numerically with a to obtain the update b because a closed-form solution is not available.
From the LL function given in (41), the MLE of parameter a iŝ
Substituting (44) into (41) produces the reduced LL function
Similar to the GO model, since the RLL contains only one unknown parameter, namely b, the parameter can be estimated with a single application of a numerical root finding algorithm. Thus, in this case, the CM-step for parameter b obtained by differentiating (45) with respect to b is identical to the traditional MLE
C. Weibull SRGM 1) LL ECM: Applying (2) to (5) for the MVF of the Weibull SRGM provides the instantaneous failure rate
The LL function is
The CM-steps for a , b , and c are obtained by differentiating (48) with respect to model parameters a, b, and c a = n
and c = n
Parameters b and c lack closed-form solutions. Thus, numerical root finding is required to obtain b and c .
From the LL function given in (48), the MLE of parameter a iŝ
Substituting (52) 
Note that the CM expressions given in (54) and (55) can be applied in any order. Thus, it is possible to update parameter b in odd iterations and parameter c in even iterations or reverse the order of their application so that parameters c and b are updated in odd and even iterations, respectively.
D. Inflexion S-Shaped SRGM
Applying (2) to (6) for the MVF of the ISS SRGM provides the instantaneous failure rate
Substituting (6) and (56) into (11), the LL function is
The MLE of parameter a iŝ
Substituting (58) into (57) produces the reduced LL function
Differentiating (59) according to (29), the IECM update rules for parameters b and ψ are
Similar to the Weibull model, the initial estimates are obtained using the special case of the exponential model. Setting Ψ (0) = 0 reduces the ISS model to the GO model. Therefore, (19) is used as an initial estimate for b (0) .
E. Gamma SRGM
Applying (2) to (8) for the MVF of the Gamma SRGM provides the instantaneous failure rate
Substituting (8) and (62) into (11), the LL function is
where Γ(c) = 
Differentiating (65) according to (29), the IECM update rules for parameters b and c are
where M denotes the Meijer G-function defined as G 
Similar to the Weibull and ISS models, the initial estimates are obtained using the special case of the exponential model. Setting c (0) = 0 reduces the gamma model to the GO model. Therefore, (19) is also used as an initial estimate for b (0) .
F. Bathtub SRGM
Applying (2) to (10) 
Substituting (10) and (68) The MLE of parameter a iŝ
Substituting (70) 
Since application of (18) lacks closed form solutions for c and φ, the initial estimates for b is obtained by reducing to the special case of the GO model by setting φ (0) = 0, which reduces to the Weibull model and subsequently setting c (0) = 1.0 to further reduce this to the exponential, possessing the initial estimate for b (0) in (19) .
V. ILLUSTRATIONS
This section illustrates the ECM algorithm through a series of examples. We first illustrate the RLL-ECM in the context of the Weibull model and then conduct a comparative performance analysis on LL-ECM and RLL-ECM algorithms for the GO, DSS, and Weibull, suggesting that the RLL-ECM algorithm outperforms the LL-ECM algorithm. Thus, we next compare the performance of our RLL-ECM algorithm with our previously proposed EM and ECM algorithms [1] as well as the EM algorithm for the LEVMIN SRGM [2] , which is equivalent to the Weibull model under parameter transformation. In some cases, the EM algorithm for the LEVMIN model outperforms our RLL-ECM algorithm. Hence, we extend the RLL-ECM algorithm to a two-stage approach that first executes the RLL-ECM for a fixed number of iterations in the first stage and then runs the Newton-Raphson method in stage two, achieving speed up that consistently outperforms the EM algorithm for the LEVMIN model, even when it is used in a two-stage approach. Finally, we assess the performance of the two-stage approach on more complex models.
A. Weibull RLL-ECM Application
This example illustrates the steps of the RLL-ECM algorithm by applying the Weibull SRGM to the SYS1 dataset [23] , which consists of n = 136 failure times.
As noted in Section III-B, the EM and ECM algorithms lack a closed form expression for the initial value of c. However, it is possible to use the initial estimate of the exponential model given in (19) • angle movements illustrate how only one parameter is updated at a time. It can also be observed that the algorithm takes smaller and smaller steps as the parameter estimates converge to the MLE. Fig. 2 shows the monotonic improvements made by the ECM in each of the 173 iterations. 
B. Performance Analysis
This section compares the performance of the RLL-ECM and LL-ECM when applied to the GO and Weibull SRGM for ten failure times datasets. We then compare the performance of the RLL-ECM to our previous EM and ECM [1] algorithms as well as other previously proposed EM algorithms [2] .
1) Comparison of LL-ECM and RLL-ECM Algorithms:
This example compares the performance of the LL and reduced LL ECM algorithm given in Section IV. ECM algorithms for the GO and Weibull SRGM were applied to the ten failure times datasets taken from the literature [4] , [23] with convergence error ε < 10 −10 in (30) and (32) for RLL and LL-ECM algorithms, respectively. Table I reports the run times (in seconds) of the LL ECM and reduced LL ECM algorithms given in Section IV-A for the ten failure time datasets from the literature [4] , [23] , reporting the average time of five runs. The ECM-LL run times were obtained with the equations given in Section IV-A1, while the ECM-RLL run times were computed using the equations in Section IV-A2. The LL and RLL results are shown in the second and third column, respectively. The fourth column provides the ratio of LL and RLL run times, while the fifth column reports the p-value (Student's t-test [28] ) of a two means test for equivalence in the run time of the two approaches. Because the LL/RLL ratio is greater than one Table I indicates that the run time of the ECM algorithm which uses the LL function is slower than the RLL approach for all ten datasets considered. The p-values provided in the last column of Table I indicate the RLL approach is significantly faster. Since it was noted in Section IV-A2 that the reduced LL ECM algorithm for the GO SRGM reduces to a single application of a numerical root finding algorithm for parameter b in (38), this observation indicates that Newton's method with the initial parameter estimates obtained from (18) is adequate to achieve convergence for each of the datasets considered. Thus, when the model is sufficiently simple it may be preferable to employ Newton's method with initial estimates determined by the EM algorithm. Table II provides the run times (in seconds) of the LL and reduced LL ECM algorithms for the DSS SRGM given in Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2, respectively. The algorithms were run five times each with the initial estimates determined from (20) and the average run time computed.
In Table II , the LL/RLL ratio is greater than one for all ten datasets indicating a similar trend to Table I . The p-values also indicate that the RLL approach is significantly faster. This is because the RLL ECM algorithm for the DSS SRGM reduces to a single application of a numerical root finding algorithm for parameter b in (46). These results also suggests that when the model is sufficiently simple Newton's method with initial estimates determined by the EM algorithm may be preferred. Table III lists the run times (in seconds) of the LL and reduced LL ECM algorithms for the Weibull SRGM in Section IV-C. The ECM-LL run times were obtained with the equations given in Section IV-C1, while the ECM-RLL run times were computed using the equations in Section IV-C2. These algorithms were run five times each with the initial estimates determined from (19) by setting c (0) = 1.0 and the average run time computed. Table III indicates that the reduced LL ECM algorithm significantly outperformed the log-likelihood ECM algorithm on six out of ten datasets where the ratio LL/RLL was greater than 1.0. However, the LL ECM algorithm outperformed the reduced LL ECM algorithm on the S2, S27, CSR1, and CSR2 datasets. However, it is important to note that the reduced LL ECM algorithm outperformed the LL ECM algorithm by as much as 13.21 times, but that the reduced LL ECM algorithm never required more than 140% of the time taken by the LL ECM algorithm, since 1/0.7174 = 1.39. These observations suggest that the relative attractiveness of the reduced LL ECM algorithm may increase as model complexity increases because it can simplify the computation by reducing the number of model parameters to (p − 1). We note that LL and RLL ECM algorithms as well as all methods considered in the examples that follow produce the same parameter estimates. However, we do not report these details because the primary focus of this paper is to determine which method obtains the MLEs most efficiently.
2) Comparison of EM, ECM, and RLL-ECM Algorithms:
This example applies the EM and ECM algorithms introduced in [1] as well as the RLL-ECM algorithm to fit the Weibull SRGM to a simulated dataset [1] with parameters (a = 200, b = 4.0, c = 2.0). Table IV lists the run time (in seconds) required to achieve a convergence error of less than ε = 10 −10 as specified in (30) and (32), respectively. For the sake of argument, several initial estimates that were a multiplicative factor ρ of the true MLEs (Θ 0 = ρ ×Θ) were tested because this was the method applied in [1] to demonstrate convergence of the EM and ECM algorithms proposed there. Here, ρ < 1 indicates that the initial parameter estimates were smaller than the MLEs, while ρ > 1 indicates that the initial estimates were larger. These initial estimates were used as input to the EM and ECM algorithms of [1] as well as our RLL-ECM to ensure comparability of the results despite the fact that it is impossible to know the MLEs in advance to apply such scaling by a multiplicative factor. For each value of ρ, the RLL-ECM algorithm was run 20 times for each initial estimate and the average computed.
The last two columns of Table IV respectively show the ratio of the performance between the EM [1] and RLL-ECM as well as the ECM algorithm [1] and RLL-ECM. The ratio of the performance between the EM and RLL-ECM is 220.116 and 386.322, indicating that the RLL-ECM outperforms the EM algorithm by at least two orders of magnitude on this dataset. Similarly, Table IV indicates that the ratio of the performance of the ECM and RLL-ECM ranges between 196.645 and 393.151, indicating that the RLL-ECM algorithm is approximately 200 to 400 times faster than the ECM algorithm [1] which utilizes numerical integration. Fig. 3 shows the run time of the RLL-ECM in seconds for a range of initial parameter estimates with a multiplicative factor of ρ between 0.05 and 2.0. Fig. 3 indicates that the RLL-ECM run time is larger when ρ < 1, but that the run time never exceeds 0.025 s. As might be expected, values of ρ ≈ 1 exhibit the best performance and the run time improves as ρ approaches 1.0. The range from 0.6 to 2.0 exhibits little variation in the run time, indicating that if the initial estimates are not too far from the MLEs, the algorithm exhibits better performance, converging faster. Furthermore, the run time for ρ ≥ 0.6 never exceeds onehundredth of a second.
While the previous experiments enable objective comparison of the EM, ECM [1] , and RLL-ECM algorithms, it is not realistic to assume that the MLEs are already available. Otherwise, there would be no need for such algorithms. In practice, it will be necessary to select initial estimates. For example, using the initial estimate from (19) on the simulated dataset, the RLL-ECM algorithm required 0.183684 s to fit the Weibull SRGM, whereas the EM and ECM required 217.258 and 299.131 s, respectively. Thus, the RLL-ECM also outperformed the EM and ECM by factors of 1182.8 and 1628.5, respectively, when initial parameter estimates based on the EM algorithm are used.
3) Comparison of EM [2] Algorithm for LEVMIN Model and RLL-ECM Algorithms:
The EM algorithm for the LEVMIN model [2] is equivalent to the Weibull model under parameter transformation and therefore also suitable for comparative performance analysis. For equitable comparison, we imple- specified in (30) was achieved. We ran the algorithms on the ten failure time datasets considered in Section V-B1 for five times on each dataset and the average computed. Initial parameters estimates for the RLL-ECM were chosen according to (19) by setting c (0) = 1.0, while initial parameter estimates for the LEVMIN model were chosen according to the equations given in [2] . Table V reports the averages of five runs of the Weibull RLL-ECM algorithm and EM algorithm for the LEVMIN model and the ratio of the p-value for equality in the mean run times of the algorithms. All times reported are in seconds.
Row one of Table V indicates that for the SYS1 dataset, the RLL-ECM algorithm for the Weibull model took on average 1.1669 s, while the average run time of the EM algorithm for the LEVMIN model was 2.0062 s. Thus, the averages of the five runs suggest that the RLL-ECM algorithm is 1.7192 times faster than the EM algorithm for fitting the LEVMIN model. The p-value of a two means test was 2.03 × 10 −09 , which is extremely significant. Moreover, there was little variation in the individual runs, with standard deviations of 0.0131 and 0.0283 for the RLL-ECM and EM algorithms, respectively. The ratio of EM [2] /RLL-ECM is greater than one for six out of ten datasets, indicating that the RLL-ECM outperformed the EM algorithm six times and the p-value is extremely significant in all the six cases. Moreover, the RLL-ECM outperformed the EM by as much as 60.8674 times, but the EM was never more than 6.18 times faster (1/0.1617) than the RLL-ECM and in all ten cases the run time of the RLL-ECM was never more than 5.4 s.
C. Two-Stage Algorithm
Application of RLL-ECM algorithm to the SYS1 dataset for the ISS, gamma, and bathtub models with a convergence error of ε < 10 −10 required run time of 29.55, 877.22, and 88.89 s, respectively. To enhance the run time of the ECM-RLL approach while preserving stability, this example seeks to improve the performance of maximum-likelihood estimation by combining the stability of the RLL-ECM and the performance of Newton's method. This two-stage approach improves the performance of complicated models and further enhances the performance of the Weibull ECM-RLL. Fig. 4 shows the run time of the two-stage algorithm for the bathtub model when applied to the SYS1 dataset with a convergence error of less than 10 −10 . The x-axis shows the number of iterations k of the RLL-ECM algorithm employed to obtain initial estimates for Newton's method and the y-axis shows the total run time of the two algorithms combined. Fig. 4 shows an infinite run time for k = 0, 1, and 2, indicating nonconvergence of the algorithms. It is important to note that k = 0 indicates that Newton's method alone is not sufficient to estimate the model parameters with the default initial estimates. The algorithm converges when the RLL-ECM is run for a minimum of three iterations for this model. The minimum number of iterations for the other models and datasets may vary.
The increasing trend for k ≥ 3 in Fig. 4 indicates that the run time increases as the number of times the RLL-ECM algorithm is run increases, suggesting that switching to Newton's method sooner converges faster. Therefore, a sufficient number of RLL-ECM iterations combined with Newton's method can improve stability while preserving performance. For example, running only the RLL-ECM achieves convergence in 125 iterations but requires 88.889 s, while the hybrid approach requires only 5.070 s when k = 3, which makes the hybrid approach 17.53 times faster than running the RLL-ECM algorithm without switching to Newton's method. Thus, considering the hybrid approach can improve the performance of a complex SRGMs significantly. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that selecting the optimal value of k cannot be performed a priori. However, a simple strategy is to run the RLL-ECM for a specified number of iterations and then switch to Newton's Method. If this fails to converge, continue to run the RLL-ECM for 2k iterations and try Newton's Method again, alternating between the RLL-ECM and Newton's Method until convergence is achieved. Hence, while it is possible that the two-stage algorithm may diverge if the initial input to Newton's Method is too far from the MLE, this can be avoided in practice essentially guaranteeing convergence.
Table VI compares the run time of RLL-ECM algorithm and two-stage algorithms for the Weibull SRGM on the ten failure times datasets. These run times reported are an average of five runs. In each run, on a dataset five iterations of the RLL-ECM algorithm were performed in Stage I and Newton's method in Stage II. All run times are given in seconds. The sixth column of Table VI illustrates that the ratio of average RLL-ECM and two-stage algorithm run times are always greater than one, suggesting that the two-stage algorithm consistently outperforms the RLL-ECM algorithm. This ratio indicates that the speed up attained by the two-stage algorithm ranges between 7 and 52. In all cases, the p-value for a two means test between the run times of the RLL-ECM and two-stage algorithm is extremely small, suggesting that the speedup achieved by the two-stage algorithm is highly statistically significant. Tables VIII-X report the average run time of two-stage algorithms for the ISS, gamma, and bathtub models. Stages I and II in Tables VIII-X correspond to the times take for the RLL-ECM and Newton's method, respectively. Row one of Tables IX and X indicate that the run times of the two-stage algorithm on the gamma and bathtub models for the SYS1 dataset are 2.6021 and 5.5380 s, respectively, compared to 877.22 and 140.89 s for the ECM-RLL algorithm alone. Thus, the two-stage algorithm is 337.12 and 25.44 times faster than RLL-ECM alone for gamma and baththub models, respectively. Moreover, executing ten iterations of the ECM-RLL algorithm in stage one on the SS4 dataset reduces the total run time from 56.0450 to 6.4137 s with 3.7409 and 2.67282 s spent in stage I and stage II, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper presents an ECM algorithm to estimate the parameters of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process software reliability growth model. Two variants were considered, including one based on the full LL expression referred to as the LL-ECM algorithm and a second based on a reduced LL expression referred to as the RLL-ECM algorithm. The RLL-ECM algorithm exhibited better performance on simpler models. Thus, the RLL-ECM algorithm was compared to previous EM [2] and ECM [1] algorithms. The results suggested that our approach achieved statistically significant improvements in performance over alternative approaches. Specifically, our ECM algorithms achieved two orders of magnitude speed up over the EM and ECM algorithms of [1] when their experimental methodology was considered and three orders of magnitude when knowledge of the MLEs is removed, whereas our approach outperforms was as much as 60 times faster than the EM algorithms of [2] . We subsequently proposed a two-stage algorithm that combined the EM and ECM algorithms with Newton's method to improve performance while preserving stability, where it was observed that our two-stage ECM algorithm consistently outperformed a two-stage EM algorithm based on [2] .
Future research will seek better strategies to identify initial estimates for parameters that lack a closed form solution. We will also compare the performance of the two-stage algorithm proposed here with alternative combinations of algorithms.
